TECHNICAL INFO

Spot Pad Support & Adapter
Art.: 90.4017.9999
1 piece ø 75mm (M14x2)
The Innotec Spot Pad Support is a professional cleaning pad support made of high-quality plastic with a
cast metal screw thread. The Spot Pad Support was specially designed for cleaning pads with a diameter
of 80 mm up to 100 mm. The adapter included in the package makes it possible to mount the Support onto
a battery (powered) machine (or screwdriver) as well as an angle polisher (M14x2).

Base:

High-quality plastic with cast metal screw thread

Application method:

Mount the Spot Pad Support directly to the angle polisher by using the screw thread connection
M14x2. When used with a battery powered drill, the 6 mm adapter included in the package must
be attached to the Spot Pad Support. The Spot Pad Wool or Spot Pad Foam can also be
attached to the Velcro strip.

Shelf life:

Unlimited in original, unopened packaging

EAN Code:

5400563034224

This technical info sheet replaces all previous versions.
All information is supplied without obligation and based on our knowledge and experience with the product under normal conditions. In practice,
the information supplied can in no way replace the tests that need to be performed before ﬁrst use of the product. only prior testing of the product
can prove whether the product is indeed suitable for the intended application (or not). Thus, we cannot accept any responsibility in case our
products are not used in compliance with the advices given.
If the product should not meet the quality requirements, we will only reimburse up to a maximum of the purchase price of the product. We accept no
responsibility whatsoever and shall under no circumstances be liable for damage or consequential loss arising from the use of the product.
For information concerning safe use and storage, please refer to the safety data sheet of the product concerned.
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